27-28-780OB Study Bag

Suggested yarn:
- Pierrot Yarns tva [64% cotton, 36% polyester; 62 yds/57m per 1.06 oz./30g skein;]
  - color #6 saxe, 6 skeins [156g]
  - color #5 navy, 1 skein [11g]
- Pierrot Yarns Fine Mall [100% nylon; 53 yds/48m per 1.41 oz./40g skein; color #71 ivory, 1 skein [34g]

Tools/Notions:
- 3.5mm (US E) crochet hook or size necessary to achieve gauge
- 8 buttons (15mm/0.59")
- fabric for lining (35cm/13.78" by 50cm/19.69")

Finished measurements:
- width 32.5cm/12.80"
- depth 24cm/9.45"
- handle length 40cm/15.75"
- handle width 2cm/0.79"

Gauge (10cm/4" square):
- pattern stitch: 20 sts and 18 rows

Gauge may vary according to individual crochet style. Change hook size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.

Crochet Tips

Body of bag: ch60 to create foundation; referring to schematics, work bottom section by working 4 rounds of sc around foundation chain. Referring to chart, work 39 rows in pattern stitch (hdc and sc). Starting from round 40, work in sc. Change to color #5 navy for round 43 only. Work edging for round 47. Referring to schematics, crochet 2 handles. Sew to body of bag along with decorative buttons.

Rabbit appliqué: Referring to schematics, crochet the head and two ears in Fine Mall. With tva #5 navy, make the nose and two eyes, and with #6 saxe, make the flower motif. Sew to side of bag.

Finishing: Sewing lining with fabric, then sew lining into bag.

Abbreviations:
ch = chain
hdc = half double crochet (US)
m = magic ring
sc = single crochet (US)
Body of bag

#6 saxe (change to #5 navy only for round 43)

※ Use 3.5mm hook throughout.

Handle (make 2)

ch90 to start
round 1: #6 saxe
round 2: #5 navy

Rabbit (head)
Fine Mail, #71 ivory

Ear (make 2)
Fine Mail, #71 ivory

Eye (make 2)
tva, #5 navy

Nose (make 1)
tva, #5 navy

Work 10 sts into magic ring.

Work 8 sts into magic ring.

Finished bag

#6 saxe

Sew 2 buttons.

#5 navy

Flower motif

tva, #6 saxe

Lining

32.5cm

Cut fabric with 1cm/0.39" seam allowance.

24cm

Fold in half; seam sides.

24cm

After seaming lining, sew into bag by blindstitching lining at mouth of bag.

Fold in 2; seam both sides.

work 2-row repeat 18 times

start: ch60